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 We developed a modern fitting suit that has a soft should er and a tailored silhouette tappering from a high arm

hole down to shorter coat tails. The trousers are tailored in the seat and thigh with a slight taperbelow the knee.

 

There are twenty five measurements taken before creating the pattern for suit. Then we fit you in a sample suit,

discussing your fit issues and the form and function of the suit in your wardrobe.

We will next go through styling the suit from top to bottom as well as interior.

Your measurements will be archivedfor any future orders.  

01.
Introduct ion



02.
Measurements

Neck

Length

Chest

Stomach

Sleeve

Yoke

Hip
Wrist

There are nine measurements taken before creating the pattern

for your shirt. Once your measurements have been recorded, we will

assist in styling your shirt. Your measurements will then be archived

for any future orders.

 



03.
Collars

The Jack The English

The California * The Cutaway

The ClubThe Classic

* By request



04.
Cuffs

Single button rounded

Single button angled

Double button rounded

Double button angled

French angled

 

 

 



05.
Plackets

 

{ Pleat } { French }



06.
Pocket

{ Rounded }

{ Angled }



07.
Buttons

{ Horn }

{ Corozo Nut }

{ Stacked Pearl }

{ Trocha Pearl }

{ Smoke Stacked Pearl }



{ Angled French cuff }

 

8.1
Styles

 

{ English collar }

 

{ Removable button placket }

{ The Black Tie }

A new take on the tuxedo shirt. It stays functional when you

aren’t sporting your monkey suit and just need to dress up. 



8.2
Styles

{ The Jack }

 
{ Rounded pocket)

{ Back button collar }

{ Button-down collar }

{ Pleated placket }

{ Single button rounded cuff }

 With slightly shorter collar point lengths, it is a modernized button down collar. 

Generally a casual style but it can easily be dressed up with that old school prep swagger.



8.3
Style  Templates

{ The California }

{ 3 spread collar }

A soft casual collar intended to be worn loosely with your sleeves rolled up.

 

{ Rounded pocket }

{ Pleated placket }

{ Single button rounded cuff }



8.4
Styles

{ The Classic }

Perfect for all occasions, outfits and facial structures. This collar

is the foundation of the original 60’s suited advertising look.

 { 4 Spread collar }

{ Pleated placket }

{ Single button rounded cuff }



8.5
Styles

{ The English }

An anglo-American accent. A bit more of a spread collar without 

being a full cutaway. Perfect for finer occasions and the workplace.

{ Single button rounded cuff }

 

 

{ French placket }

{ English spread collar }


